We present a new estimation method for mapping the gravitational lensing potential from observed CMB intensity and polarization fields. Our method uses Bayesian techniques to estimate the average curvature of the potential over small local regions. These local curvatures are then used to construct an estimate of a low pass filter of the gravitational potential. By utilizing Bayesian/likelihood methods one can easily overcome problems with missing and/or non-uniform pixels and problems with partial sky observations (E and B mode mixing, for example). Moreover, our methods are local in nature which allow us to easily model spatially varying beams and are highly parallelizable. We note that our estimates do not rely on the typical Taylor approximation which is used to construct estimates of the gravitational potential by Fourier coupling. We present our methodology with a flat sky simulation under nearly ideal experimental conditions with a noise level of 1 µK-arcmin for the temperature field, √ 2 µK-arcmin for the polarization fields, with an instrumental beam full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.25 arcmin.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade the cosmic microwave background (CMB) has emerged as a fundamental probe of cosmology and astrophysics. In addition to the primary fluctuations of the early Universe, the CMB contains signatures of the gravitational bending of CMB photon trajectories due to matter, called gravitational lensing. Mapping this gravitational lensing is important for a number of reasons including, but not limited to, understanding cosmic structure, constraining cosmological parameters [15, 25] and detecting gravity waves [16, 17, 21] . In this paper we present a local Bayesian estimate that can accurately map the gravitational lens in high resolution, low noise measurements of the CMB temperature and polarization fields.
There is extensive literature on estimating the lensing of the CMB (classic references include [9, 13, 27] ) and some recent observational detections [7, 26] . The current estimators in the literature can be loosely characterized into two types. The first type was initiated in [27] (see also [5, 23] ) and utilizes quadratic combinations of the CMB and its gradient to infer lens structure. The optimal quadratic combinations were then discovered by [12, 13, 20] and are generally referred to as 'the quadratic estimator'. This is arguably the most popular estimate of the gravitational potential and uses a first order Taylor * Supported by NSF grant 1007480.
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approximation to establish mode coupling in the Fourier domain which can be estimated to recover the gravitational potential (real space analogs to these estimators can be found in [2, 3] ). The second type is an approximate global maximum likelihood estimate and was developed in [8, 9] . Our method, in contrast, locally approximates a quadratic form for the gravitational potential and estimates the coefficients locally using Bayesian methods. The locally estimated coefficients are then globally stitched together to construct an estimate of a low pass filter of the gravitational potential. The local analysis allows us to avoid using the typical first order Taylor expansion for the quadratic estimator and avoids the likelihood approximations used in global estimates. Moreover, we are able to easily handle missing pixels, problems with partial sky observations (E and B mode mixing, for example), and spatially varying or asymmetric beams. The motivation for developing this estimate stems, in part, from current speculation that likelihood methods will allow superior mapping of the lensing structure (compared to the quadratic estimator) under low noise levels, and that global likelihood methods can be prohibitively computational intensive-indeed intractable-without significant approximation.
We illustrate our mapping methodology on a high resolution, low noise simulation of the CMB temperature and polarization field on a 17 o × 17 o patch of the flat sky. This simulation is used throughout the paper to demonstrate findings and techniques. To get an overview of the performance of our method, Fig. 1 shows the estimated potential (left) from the simulated lensed CMB temperature and polarization field (observational noise levels are set at 1 µK-arcmin for the temperature field, √ 2 µK-arcmin for the polarization fields, with a beam FWHM of 0.25 arcmin). The input gravitational potential is shown in the right diagram in Fig. 1 . The details of the simulation procedure can be found in Appendix A. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the mapping accurately traces the true, unknown gravitational potential. To get an idea of the noise of this reconstruction for different realizations of the CMB + noise we present Fig. 2 which shows the different estimates of the projected matter power spectrum using the estimated projected mass-with the local likelihood approach-for 10 different CMB + noise realizations (dashed lines) while keeping the gravitational potential in Fig. 1 fixed. The blue curve shows the estimated projected mass power spectrum if one had access to the true gravitational potential used in our simulations. Finally we plot the theoretical ensemble average projected mass power spectrum in red to get an idea of the magnitude of the errors in the mass reconstruction.
II. LOCAL MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI ESTIMATES OF SHEAR AND CONVERGENCE
The CMB radiation in the flat sky limit can be expressed in term of the Stokes parameters T, Q, U which measure total intensity T (x), and linear polarization Q(x) and U (x) with respect to some coordinate frame x = (x, y) ∈ R 2 . Instead of directly observing T, Q, U we observe a remapping of the CMB due to the gravitational effect of intervening matter. This lensed CMB can be written T (x + ∇φ(x)), Q(x + ∇φ(x)) and U (x + ∇φ(x)) where φ denotes the gravitational potential (see [4] , for example).
To describe our estimate of the gravitational poten- tial, φ, first consider a small circular observation patch with diameter δ in the flat sky centered at some point
Over this small region we decompose φ into an overall local quadratic fit and error term
where q φ is a local quadratic approximation of the potential φ with error term ǫ ≡ φ − q
φ . In what follows we estimate q φ , denotedq φ , and associate this estimate with the neighborhood midpoint x 0 . Then we repeat this procedure for other local midpoints x 0 throughout the observation window. After a shrinkage adjustment is made to the local estimates we show, in Section II D, how to stitch the estimates together to produce the final estimated potentialφ shown in Fig. 1 .
Notice that as δ → 0 the expected magnitude of the error ǫ approaches zero. This has the effect of improving the following Taylor approximation
for x ∈ N δ (x 0 ), where we use the notationx ≡ x + ∇q φ (x) (with a similar Taylor expansion for both Q(x + ∇φ(x)) and U (x + ∇φ(x))). Notice thatx depends not only on x but also the unknown coefficients of the quadratic term q φ . We briefly mention that these are related to the convergence κ and shear γ = γ 1 + iγ 2 of the gravitational lens by
using the shear notation given in [27] . Now when δ is sufficiently small we can truncate the expansion in (1) to get
on the local neighborhood N δ (x 0 ). By regarding q φ as unknown we can use the right hand side of (2) to develop a likelihood for estimating the coefficients of q φ . Nominally q φ has 6 unknown coefficients for which to estimate. However, we can ignore the linear terms in q φ since the CMB temperature and the polarization are statistically invariant under the resulting translation in ∇q φ . Therefore, one can write q φ as c 1 (
yy . An important probe of gravitational lensing from the CMB polarization is the creation of a curl-like B mode from the lensing [14, 22] . We remark that a local quadratic approximation in (2) still has the power to detect this B mode power so that the local procedure is not blind to this information source. To see this notice that a quadratic lensing potential remaps the coordinates bỹ
If we assume the original polarization (Q(x), U (x)) is curl free then the lensed polarization has curl given by
Therefore the shear parameter γ, and not the convergence κ, is what creates local B-mode power. The dominant source of information for B-mode power is in the cross correlation between the lensed Stokes parameters Q(x) and U (x). This agrees with [13] that the E-B cross estimator provides optimal signal to noise under nearly ideal experimental conditions. We finish this section with a remark on the accuracy of the Taylor approximation (1) . As the the signal to noise ratio increases and the pixel resolution improves one can shrink the local neighborhood N δ (x 0 ) so the term ǫ becomes smaller (which improves the Taylor approximation). However, as δ → 0, the fields T, Q and U become nearly linear and one may expect some loss of information from the shrinking power in T, Q and U at frequencies with wavelengths smaller than the neighborhood N δ (x 0 ). It therefore may be statistically advantageous to artificially increase the neighborhood size while simultaneously increasing the order of the local polynomial fit q φ . Then, instead of recording the full polynomial fit at each midpoint x 0 , one can retain the second order derivatives q
It is yet to be seen, however, what δ and what polynomial order will be optimal for a given noise and resolution level. In Section III we present an information metric for choosing the neighborhood size δ for the simulation specifics and for a quadratic polynomial q φ .
A. The local posterior
Using the Gaussian approximation of the CMB along with the quadratic potential approximation given by (2) we describe how to construct the likelihood as a function of the unknown quadratic coefficients in q φ . Let x 1 , . . . , x n denote the observation locations of the CMB within the local neighborhood N δ (x 0 ) centered at x 0 . Using approximation (2), the CMB observables in this local neighborhood are well modeled by white noise corruption of a convolved (by the beam) lensed intensity and polarization field. Let t, q, u denote n-vectors of observed CMB values at the corresponding pixel locations in N δ (x 0 ) for the intensity T and Stokes parameters Q, U , respectively. Using Gaussianity of the full vector of CMB observables, z = (t † , q † , u † ) † , the log likelihood (up to a constant) as a function of the quadratic fit q φ can be written
where Σ q φ + N is the covariance matrix of the observation vector z (we use the subscript to emphasize the dependence on the unknown quadratic q φ ), N = diag σ 2 T I, σ 2 Q I, σ 2 U I is the noise covariance structure and I is the n×n identity matrix. Notice that the noise structure does not depend on the unknown quadratic q φ . In the next section we will derive the exact form of the prior distribution on q φ , denoted π(q φ ), but briefly mention that the posterior distribution on q φ , which we maximize to estimate q φ , is
The entries of Σ q φ + N contain the covariances t k t j CMB , q k q j CMB , u k u j CMB and all cross covariances among t, q, u (we use t k to denote the k th entry of t, for example). Let ϕ denote the instrumental beam and σ T , σ Q , σ U denote the noise standard deviations of T, Q, U so that, for example, the k th entry of t is modeled as
where the n k 's are independent standard Gaussian random variables,
. Note that this is an approximate model for t k based on (2) . In actuality, the k th temperature measurement is
. Under the assumption of zero B mode, the spectral densities associated with Q, U can be written
where tan(ϕ ℓ ) = ℓ 2 /ℓ 1 and ℓ = (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ) ∈ R 2 . Since one can write x + ∇q φ (x) = M x where the M is a 2 real matrix, the sheared Stokes parameters T (x), Q(x) and U (x) are stationary random fields with spectral densities given by
, respectively. After adjusting for the beam (which is applied after lensing) the covariance between the observations in t can be written
The computations are similar to complete the entries of covariance matrix Σ q φ + N . At face value the above integral seems too computationally intensive for every pair x k − x j . Moreover, to apply Newton type algorithms for maximizing the posterior (4) one needs to compute the derivatives of t k t j CMB with respect to elements of M . In Appendix B we show that some of these computational challenges can be overcome by utilizing a single FFT to quickly compute the above integral for sufficient resolution in the argument x k − x j to recover t k t j CMB for all pairs k, j.
B. Taylor truncation bias
The quadratic function q φ is defined as the best least square fit of φ over the neighborhood N δ (x 0 ). The residual ǫ = φ − q φ , defined over N δ (x 0 ), is nonstationary and will therefore not have a spectral density that diagonalizes the covariance structure. However, stationarity is a good approximation for order of magnitude calculations on the truncation error in (1). We approximate the spectral density of ǫ as an attenuated version of C φ ℓ by arguing that the quadratic fit effectively removes the spectral power at wavelengths greater than 2δ. Reasoning similarly we expect the quadratic fit to have negligible impact on the spectral power at wavelengths smaller than δ. By assuming the spectral power grows linearly in the intermediary spectral range, from zero at ℓ = π/δ to C φ 2π/δ at ℓ = 2π/δ, we obtain an approximate model for the spectral density of ǫ C ǫ ℓ ≈ min 1,
where x + denotes the positive part of the real number x. Notice that the attenuation happens on the realizations of φ, hence requiring the square on the low pass filter in the spectral density. This implies that the second term in the Taylor expansion (1) has approximate spectral density
In our simulation we use a neighborhood diameter of δ = 0.006 radians (20.6 acrmin). This diameter was chosen using the information criterion developed in Section III. The corresponding approximate rms of ∇T (x) · ∇ǫ(x) is ∼ 2.3 µK with an order of magnitude reduction for the polarization field. Brute force simulation of Mean
CMB yields a value closer to ∼ 3.6 µK, suggesting a reasonable stationary approximation to ǫ. These approximations show that the polarization truncation error is smaller (by an order of magnitude) than the simulation noise level √ 2 µK-arcmin. However, the temperature truncation error is greater than the temperature noise level 1 µK. A consequence is that the likelihood explains the additional high frequency power in the observations (from the error term) by adjusting the estimate of q φ to artificially magnify the convergence κ estimates. Indeed, this bias seems relatively constant and can be clearly seen in Fig. 3 in the top blue points. Each blue point corresponds to a local neighborhood: the x-coordinate representing the true ∇ 2 q φ associated with that neighborhood; the ycoordinate representing the estimated local value shifted up by 0.2, i.e. ∇ 2qφ + 0.2. The bias of nearly ∼ 0.1 above the top dashed blue line y = x + 0.2, shows the effect of the additional high frequency power of the error term ∇T (x) · ∇ǫ(x). To adjust this, we subtract the overall mean of the local estimates, reasoning that the observation window is large enough at 17 o × 17 o so that the overall mean of the true values q φ xx , q φ xy , q φ yy is close to zero. For smaller observation windows it may be possible to estimate an overall quadratic fit to correct for this bias but we do not investigate that here. The stationary approximation for ǫ also yields an approximation for the the prior distribution of the local quadratic fit q φ using the identity q φ = φ − ǫ. Since ǫ is well modeled by a high pass filter of φ, the quadratic function q φ can be modeled by the corresponding low pass filter When observing the full sky, the estimates of κ will allow one to recover the gravitational potential φ by solving the poisson equation ∇ 2 φ = −2κ (up to a constant). With partial sky observations, however, the shear is needed to break ambiguity corresponding to different boundary conditions. We do this in two stages, first usinĝ q φ xx ,q φ xy andq φ yy (regarded as functions of the local neighborhood midpoint x 0 ) to recover the estimated displacement field (φ x ,φ y ), then using this displacement field to recover the estimated potentialφ. To handle this, we adopt the method of [10, 24] and defineφ x ,φ y as minimizers of functionals F 1 and F 2 defined as
In particular,φ x satisfies F 1 (φ x ) = min φx F 1 (φ x ) and similarly forφ y . See [1] for details of the minimization algorithm. Now we use the estimated displacements (φ x ,φ y ) to define the estimated potentialφ as the minimizer of the functional F 3 defined as
The minimization is needed to account for the fact that our estimates are noisy versions of the truth and therefore may not correspond to an integral vector field for which a potential exists. A consequence is that the estimateφ is 'shrunk' towards zero when the algorithm fits a gradient to a vector field which may have non vanishing curl. This shrinking can be seen in Fig. 3 looking at the scatter plot of green points. These points show (∇ 2 φ(x 0 ), ∇ 2φ (x 0 )) for each local neighborhood N δ (x 0 ). One can clearly see the shrinkage effect by noticing the slope of the trend in the green points is less than one. We undo this shrinkage effect by multiplyingφ by a factor that undoes this shrinkage. The multiplication factor, denoted c, is determined by matching the variance of the raw estimates ∇ 2qφ with c∇ 2φ . The result of this correction factor is The left diagram shows the estimateφx which is derived from the local quadratic estimates using the methodology described in Section II D.
seen in the scatter plot of the red points, in Fig. 3 , which show the local convergence estimates versus truth after the correction factor (∇ 2 φ, c∇
The estimatedφ x (after correcting for the shrinkage) along with the true displacement φ x (used in the simulation) are shown in Fig. 4 . The estimatedφ along with the true gravitational potential φ are shown in Fig. 1 . These two figures demonstrate accurate reconstruction of both the gravitational potential and the displacement field. In addition, by differentiating the estimated potential,φ, one obtains smoothed estimates of convergence and shear (smoothed from the fitting ofφ). In Fig. 5 we plot the estimateφ xy (which corresponds to minus the imaginary part of the shear γ), along with φ xy (bottom right) and the low pass filter φ lp xy (bottom left) defined in Section II C. Notice that the estimateφ xy tracks the derivatives of the low pass filter φ lp xy , whereas the additional high frequency in φ xy is not accurately estimated fromφ xy . This is presumably due to the local fitting of a quadratic potential over the neighborhoods N δ (x 0 ).
III. NEIGHBORHOOD SIZE AND STRUCTURE
We define the following measure of information which is used as a metric for choosing the width of the neighborhood and other parameters of our estimation method: The above information metric is essentially a measure of signal to noise ratio (squared). The variance of the prior corresponds to the squared magnitude of the signal, whereas the expected variance of the posterior is a proxy for the squared magnitude of the noise. We use simulations to estimate this information (while using the hessian of the posterior density atq φ to approximate posterior variance) and use it for guidance when choosing the tuning parameters for our estimation algorithm. Note: we avoided a lengthy and rigorous simulation study to choose global optimal tuning parameters, opting for a less rigorous simulation study which yields, potentially, sub-optimal but reasonable algorithmic parameters.
The main parameter that needs tuning is the local neighborhood size δ. Notice that our information measure attempts to balance two competing quantities when choosing a neighborhood size, the larger the neighborhood the smaller the signal q φ (from the low pass filter). On the other hand, larger neighborhoods correspond to more data when the resolution is fixed. Using this metric, δ = 0.006 radians (20.6 arcmin) emerges as a good neighborhood size when the beam FWHM is 0.25 arcmin and the noise levels are √ 2 and 1 µK-arcmin pixels for Q, U and T , respectively.
Due to computational limitations associated with larger neighborhoods we found it necessary to downsample the local neighborhoods by discarding pixels. Using the information metric we were able to isolate that randomly sampling the pixels seemed preferable to evenly downsampling to a courser grid. Moreover, we found that using different randomly selected pixels for T, Q and U was preferable to using the same random pixels for all the Stokes fields. Therefore, for each local neighborhood we selected 300 random pixels in N δ (x 0 ) for the T observations, then randomly selected 300 pixels from those remaining for Q and finally 300 pixels from the remaining unselected pixels for U (allowing overlaps when the local neighborhood size had fewer than 900 pixels). 
IV. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the feasibility of using a local Bayesian estimate to accurately map the gravitational potential and displacement fields under low noise, small beam experimental conditions. The motivation for developing this estimate stems, in part, from speculation that likelihood methods will allow superior mapping of the lensing structure (compared to the quadratic estimator) under low noise levels. The main difference between the global estimates of [8, 9] and the local estimate presented here is the nature of the likelihood approximation. In [8, 9] the global likelihood is defined as a functional on the unknown gravitational potential φ and approximations are made to this functional. Our method, in contrast, uses a nearly exact likelihood-exact up to approximation (B1) in Appendix B-but under a local modeling approximation that assumes a quadratic φ. One advantage is the added precision available to model instrumental and foreground characteristics. For example, the local analysis models the beam convolved CMB rather than the deconvolved CMB. Deconvolution induces spatial correlation in the additive instrumental noise which is potentially nonstationary if the beam spatially varies. Since this noise is not invariant under warping it complicates the global likelihood. Another advantage is that the local estimates are relatively easy to implement and parallelize. In addition, the local estimate automatically uses the highest signal to noise combinations of Q, U and T so there is no need to re-derive the optimal quadratic combinations for different experimental conditions. The local analysis is not free from disadvantages how-ever. A global analysis is presumably much better suited for estimating long wavelengths in the gravitational potential and wavelengths that are shorter than the local neighborhood size. Moreover, since our estimates are defined implicitly-as the maximum of the posterior density-it is difficult to derive expected error magnitudes. However, the results presented here show that under some experimental conditions the advantages overcome the disadvantages. Moreover our local estimate uses an approximation that is inherently different from the Taylor approximation used to derive the quadratic estimator. This leaves open the possibility that the local estimate may have different bias and error characteristics which could compliment the quadratic estimator, rather than replace it. ; scalar spectral index n s (k = 0.002 Mpc −1 ) = 0.96; primordial helium abundance Y P = 0.24; and reionization optical depth τ r = 0.088. The CAMB code is used to generate the theoretical power spectra [18] .
We start by simulating maps of the unlensed CMB Stokes parameters T, Q, U . The following Riemann sum approximation is used for the random fields T, Q, U
where ρ ≡
, and for each ℓ, W 1 ℓ , W 2 ℓ are mean zero complex Gaussian random variables such that
In our simulation, the above sums-equations (A1),(A2) and (A3)-are taken over frequencies ℓ ∈ 2π L k : k ∈ {−N/2, . . . , N/2 − 1} 2 where L = 0.2967 radians so that T will be periodic on [−L/2, L/2] 2 . The limit N = L/∆ x is chosen to match the resolution in pixel space, denoted ∆ x , so that FFT can be used to compute the sums (A1),(A2) and (A3) which, after simplification, becomes
for each j ∈ {N/2, . . . , N/2 − 1} 2 where the sums range over k ∈ {−N/2, . . . , N/2 − 1}
2 . The matrix of values T (j∆ x ) j∈{−N/2,...,N/2−1} 2 , for example, can then be simulated by a two dimensional FFT of the matrix Remark: Typically the above method suffers from an aliasing error when truncating to a finite sum in (A1),(A2) and (A3). We avoid any such complication by setting the power spectrum in C T ℓ , C Q ℓ and C U ℓ to zero for all frequencies beyond |ℓ| = 6000. We justify this truncation since both diffusion damping and the beam FWHM of 0.25 ′ combine to produce negligible amplitude in the CMB Stokes parameters at frequencies |ℓ| ≥ 6000 compared to the noise level.
Remark: Since the full sky Stokes parameters T, Q, U are defined on the sphere, the theoretical power spectrum for C and C U ℓ to ℓ ∈ R 2 by rounding the magnitude |ℓ| to the nearest integer. See Appendix C in [11] for a derivation of this flat sky approximation.
To get a realization of the lensed CMB Stokes parameters T, Q, U we use the above method to generate a high resolution simulation of T, Q, U and the gravitational potential φ on a 17 o × 17 o patch of the flat sky with 0.25 arcmin pixels. The lensing operation is performed by taking the numerical gradient of φ, then using linear interpolation to obtain the values T (x + ∇φ(x)), Q(x + ∇φ(x)), U (x + ∇φ(x)). The beam effect is then performed in Fourier space using FFT of the lensed fields. Finally, we down-sample the lensed fields, every 4 th pixel, to obtain the desired arcmin pixel resolution for the simulation output.
